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Abstract
Background/Introduction: Neural sequence to sequence models have achieved

superlative performance in summarizing text, owing to their adaptive learning and
generalization capabilities. But they tend to generate generic and simplistic sum-
maries that under-represent the opinion-sensitive aspects of the document. They use
domain-independent and uniform language modelling techniques to summarize the
text. Therefore, they fail to capture salient sentiment-oriented information from the
source text. Additionally, the sequence to sequence models are prone to test-train dis-
crepancy (exposure-bias) arising from the differential summary decoding processes
in the training and testing phases. The models use ground truth summary words in the
decoder training phase and predicted outputs in the testing phase. This inconsistency
leads to error accumulation and substandard performance. Motivated by these draw-
backs, a cognitive aspect-based opinion summarizer, feature pooled pointer generator
network (FP2GN) is proposed which selectively attends to thematic and contextual
cues to generate sentiment-aware review summaries.

Methods: This study augments pointer generator framework with opinion feature
extraction, feature pooling and mutual attention mechanism to tackle the problem of
opinion summarization. The proposed model FP2GN identifies the aspect terms in re-
view text using sentic computing (SenticNet 5 and concept frequency inverse opinion
frequency) and statistical feature engineering. The aspect terms present in the source
text are encoded into context embeddings using weighted average feature pooling.
These embeddings are processed in a pointer-generator framework inspired stacked
Bi-LSTM encoder-decoder model with multi-head self-attention. The decoder system
uses temporal and mutual attention mechanisms to ensure the appropriate represen-
tation of input-sequence at each decoding step. The study also proffers the use of
teacher forcing ratio to curtail the exposure-bias related error-accumulation.

Results: The model achieves ROUGE-1 score of 86.04% and ROUGE-L score
of 88.51% on Amazon Fine Foods dataset. The proposed weighted average pooling
technique is compared with other cognitive aspect-fusion methods and an average
gain of 2% is observed. The results ascertain that FP2GN is a space and time-efficient
opinion summarizer that generates state-of-the-art sentiment-aware summaries.

Conclusion: The proposed model reinforces pointer generator network architec-
ture with opinion feature extraction, feature pooling and mutual attention mechanism
to generate human-readable opinion summaries. Empirical analysis substantiates that
the proposed model is better than the baseline opinion summarizers.

Keywords Pointer generator network · opinion summarization · self-attention ·
sequence-sequence · sentic computing

1 Introduction

Web 2.0 has given way to social networking renaissance marked with an increase in
the amount of opinionated social media data. This increase can be attributed to the
growth in the number of individuals using social media, review sites, and other such
platforms to share their beliefs and opinions with the world [1]. The ever-widening



flow of opinion-sensitive data [2–4] has essentially changed the face of modern-
day consumer relationship management and customer-enterprise alliance [5]. Mar-
ket stakeholders ranging from industrialists to political decision makers keep tabs on
social-media sentiment to foster trust and cooperation. The comments that are posted
on various online platforms examine products, people, and services, based on various
aspects of their performance. Research shows that such critical comments influence
up to 82% of all (purchase, election etc.) decisions made by the users [6]. However,
the sheer size of the available information makes it impossible to manually read the
opinion-sensitive texts before forming an absolute opinion. The surge of available
data has resulted in difficulties around kneading data into a structured and usable
form. It is thus imperative to upgrade data filtering systems to retrieve key content
that captures salient information from the source text. Automatic text summariza-
tion involves condensation of source articles into a concise version that reflects its
central theme comprehensively. It finds its application in a myriad of interesting real-
life use-cases like social media analytics, question-answering automation, news con-
densation and customer relationship management [7]. Broadly, two methods of text
summarization are discussed in the literature, namely extractive text summarization
and abstractive text summarization [8]. Extractive summarization involves selection
of contextually important sentences from the original text, and their placement into
the summary [7]. The main feature of extractive text summarization is that it does
not modify the sentences present in the reference text. On the other hand, abstractive
summarization aims to produce a holistic summary by creating original sentences. It
enables generation of high-quality summary by incorporating sophisticated method-
ologies like paraphrasing, generalization, and context-adherence.

Researchers have succeeded in capturing thematic information from text using
conventional summarization techniques, but mining opinion-sensitive information
remains a challenge. Therefore, the development of domain-independent, subject-
consistent and interpretable artificial intelligence models to summarize user opinions
is indispensable. Opinion summarization is the generation of holistic review sum-
mary that efficiently captures the idea and sentiment of source text [9]. It is different
from conventional text summarization since the phrases that are factually instructive
may not always represent the opinion-oriented state of affairs. Opinion summariza-
tion provides a coherent and concise representation of opinionated text. It helps in the
analysis of the emotional indications that affect the final state of events, and hence
finds its application in the domains of business intelligence and social media moni-
toring [10].

Consequently, sentic computing [11–15], a novel technique for opinion mining
and sentiment analysis, is introduced. It takes a holistic approach to tackle the suit-
case research problem of sentiment analysis by analysing the explicit and implicit
expression of human language. It outperforms existing opinion retrieval and analysis
methodologies by exploiting computational linguistics and social sciences to better
interpret, identify and process user opinions. Sentic computing finds its applications
in a multitude of domains like mathematics, healthcare, social media marketing, psy-
chology, sociology and ethics.

The recent success of neural sequence to sequence (seq2seq) models (Figure 1)
in sentic computing tasks like statistical machine translation, named entity recog-



nition, sentiment analysis and sarcasm detection has inspired researchers to build
seq2seq framework-driven text summarizers [16]. These models use recurrent neural
networks (RNN) to freely read, encode and generate text for accurate summariza-
tion. Although these systems are promising, they produce unnatural, repetitive and
factually inconsistent summaries. Also, these systems cannot effectively handle the
problem of out of vocabulary (OOV) words. These shortcomings have given way to
temporal attention, pointer generator network, conditional random forest (CRF) and
hierarchical opinion summarization systems.

Fig. 1 Schematic Structure of seq2seq system

Concurrently, it has been observed that attention-based seq2seq models fail to
produce sentiment-aware summaries. They show a tendency to generate highly generic
summaries containing frequent phrases from the source text [9]. Pertinent research
methods [16,17] use summarization models with high generalization capabilities that
tend to miss or under-represent the salient features of reference-text. They fail to en-
capsulate aspect and sentiment-oriented details, which are of high value to the stake-
holders. Besides, they are partly autoregressive in nature and exhibit “exposure bias”.
Exposure bias refers to the train-test inconsistency arising from autoregressive gen-
eration models that use ground truth sequences during training and predicted outputs
during testing. Therefore, seq2seq systems are not accustomed to incorporate their
own predictions for the task of summarization. This discrepancy results in error ac-
cumulation and poor performance.

The two-fold need to firstly curtail the train-test discrepancy arising from the
autoregressive nature of neural seq2seq models and secondly to optimize the aspect-
based opinion coverage in generated summary, has inspired the premise of Feature
Pooled Pointer Generator Network (FP2GN). This work proposes a cognitive model
based on the ensemble application of pointer generator network and sentic computing
to generate context adhering and factually consistent summaries with a high degree of
sentiment-coverage. Cognitive computing is an iterative, interactive, adaptive, state-
ful and contextual methodology that aids information retrieval and decision analytics.
It promotes the application of multiple intelligent technologies like machine learning,
deep learning, artificial intelligence, natural language processing and pattern recogni-



tion to solve problems requiring real-time intelligence. This study explores the utility
of pointer generator framework based Bi-LSTM encoder decoder model to catego-
rize, classify and remember input information for remarkable opinion summarization.
We aim to mimic human cognitive capabilities to comprehend contextual cues and
generate natural and human-readable summaries, using aspect-term categorization
and fusion, pointer generator network and interactive mutual attention mechanism.

Pointer generator network efficiently handles the out of vocabulary (OOV) prob-
lem of seq2seq models. It facilitates the choice between copying a word from input
sequence and generating a word out of the document vocabulary. This study proposes
aspect extraction and aspect-fused context representation for enhancing the opinion
coverage in abstractive summary. Aspect terms (or opinion features) are representa-
tive of phrase-level topics that have an associated opinion polarity. Aspect extraction
is a highly subjective and context-dependent task [9] that requires comprehending
thematic cues from the reference text. To this end, sentic computing is used to couple
common-sense reasoning with opinion retrieval, affective computing and emotion
categorization to effectively classify aspect terms (Figure 2). In this work, aspect
terms are identified and incorporated in the neural encoding of the reference-text to
ensure their adequate representation in generated summary.

Fig. 2 Application of sentic computing to opinion summarization

The proposed FP2GN model proffers a multi-head mutual attention-based pointer
generator network with opinion feature extraction and pooling. Prospective opinion
feature terms (aspect terms) are first identified using contextual information (context-
similarity) and feature engineering techniques like TextRank [18], RAKE [19] and
concept frequency-inverse opinion frequency scores (CF-IOF) [20]. SenticNet 5 [21]



is used to attach opinion polarities to aspect-terms for CF-IOF analysis. The opinion
feature set is then used for sequence labelling of reference-text to distinguish aspect
terms from other words. Skip-Gram Word2Vec, a pretrained embedding model is
used to generate feature embedding matrix for the tagged input sequence. Skip-Gram
Word2Vec is a semi-supervised training technique that uses the neighboring words
for theme comprehension and label assignment. The feature embeddings of opinion
features are weighted average pooled with all the other words to obtain aspect-fused
input-sequence. The feature embeddings so obtained are fed as input to the stacked
Bi-LSTM encoder that can efficiently capture the past and future context informa-
tion in reference-text. The Bi-LSTM output vector is processed in the multi-head
self-attention layer to obtain encoder context vector. Attention layer ensures that dif-
ferent semantic subspaces of input-sequence are adequately represented in generated
summary. The Bi-LSTM output vector also initializes the pointer generator-based
LSTM decoder. The decoder used in this model is partly autoregressive as it uses
teacher forcing ratio to incorporate both the ground truth context and the predicted
summary information for opinion summary generation. LSTM decoder probabilisti-
cally chooses between the ground truth summary word and the previously generated
word for enhanced model training. LSTM output vector is passed into the tempo-
ral attention layer, mutual soft-attention layer and the softmax layer. The temporal
self-attention layer handles the repetition problem of conventional seq2seq mod-
els by incorporating information about the previously decoded sequence. Mutual
soft-attention layer uses the soft-attention mechanism to calculate the inter encoder-
decoder context vector and ensures appropriate representation of reference(input)
context at each decoding step. The softmax layer uses the pointer-generator frame-
work to eliminate the out of vocabulary problem. It chooses between copying words
from input sequence and generating words from pre-defined vocabulary to obtain the
final vocabulary distribution. The key contributions of this paper can be summarized
as:

– We leverage sentic computing techniques like CF-IOF and SenticNet 5 for opin-
ion feature classification. The phrase-level opinion features are identified and av-
erage pooled with other context words present in reference-text to exploit their
neighborhood semantic properties. As a result, human-readable, specialized and
factually consistent summaries are obtained.

– Three kinds of attentions namely multi-head encoder-self attention, decoder tem-
poral self-attention and inter encoder-decoder mutual attention are explored for
repetition avoidance and selective representation of thematic and contextual in-
formation while decoding.

– We propose the use of teacher forcing probability to deal with the issue of ex-
posure bias. Teacher forcing probability enables FP2GN to incorporate and learn
from the decoded outputs.

– The study explores the utility of the proposed sentic computing-based opinion
summarization technique in the field of Business Intelligence. Amazon fine foods
dataset is used to validate the efficacy of FP2GN for mining relevant experiential
information.



The rest of the paper is organised as follows: section 2 discusses the related re-
search within the domain of opinion summarization. Section 3 elucidates the details
of the proposed FP2GN model and all the component modules. Working examples
from dataset are illustrated in Section 4. Section 5 details the baselines, validation
data, experimentation and the results. Further, conclusion and future works are dis-
cussed in section 6. The frequently used abbreviations are tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1 List of abbreviations

Abbreviation Full Form

FP2GN Feature Pooled Pointer Generator Network
LSTM Long Short Term Memory
ROUGE Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation
PGC Pointer Generator Network with Coverage
PSO Particle Swarm Optimization
OOV Out of Vocabulary
AOS Aspect-based Opinion Summarization
CF-IOF Concept Frequency-Inverse Opinion Frequency
CNN Convulational Neural Networks
TC Target Concatenation
ABS Abstractive Summarizer
RNN Recurrent Neural Network
NLP Natural Language Processing

2 Related Work

The growing significance of content posted on social-media and feedback platforms
has intensified researchers’ interest to rationally mine opinionated data for social me-
dia analytics and consumer-enterprise relationship management [10]. Researchers’
worldwide are developing methodologies for automating the process of text and opin-
ion summarization to tap user-opinion within the big-pool of social media data. Per-
tinent literature discusses various extractive and abstractive summarization models.
Other emerging areas in the field of opinion summarization include aspect-fused [22],
query-focused [23], real-time [24] and contrastive [25] summarization techniques.
Literature is well equipped with primary and secondary studies on state-of-the-art
opinion summarization techniques [7,10].

Primary studies on opinion summarization majorly focus on the use of extractive
techniques. Researchers have developed a variety of extractive text summarization
models. Broadly, all these methodologies fall under one of the following categories:
term frequency-inverse document frequency methods, cluster-based methods, graph
theoretic approaches, machine learning approaches, automatic T-S (Triangle Similar-
ity) based on fuzzy logic, LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) method, text summariza-
tion with neural networks and query based extractive text summarization [8]. Manjula
et. al [26] summarized text in the Hindi language by constructing a graph represent-
ing the semantics of a paragraph, and then isolating the sub-graph containing the



‘key’ summary. Qasem et al. [27] presented hybrid single document summarization
model ASDKGA (Arabic Text Summarization Using Domain Knowledge and Ge-
netic Algorithms). They proposed the use of domain knowledge, statistical features
and genetic algorithms for sentence-scoring in Arabic political text. Nallapati et. al
[28] built SummaRuNNer, an RNN based model. This model learns abstract features
like ‘context’, ‘theme’ and ‘sentiment’ from human written summaries to generate
holistic extractive summaries. Rodrı́guez et. al [29] employed a decomposition-based
approach. The artificial bee colony algorithm was deployed in a multi-objective fash-
ion to create text summaries. Mudasir et. al [30] showed the importance of using
semantic features like word embeddings in enhancing the summarization quality. Ra-
jangam et. al [31] proposed a novel cognitive model that uses hierarchical human
memory model. It used knowledge-based event-index to create text summaries.

Though extractive summarization techniques achieve high ROUGE-scores, they
lack continuity, context coherence and human readability. These shortcomings open
avenues for the use of natural language generation techniques to perform opinion
summarization. Abstractive summarization is broadly divided into two categories
namely structure based and semantic summarization. Structure based techniques may
fall into one of the following categories: tree-based, template-based, ontology-based,
lead and body phrase and rule-based methods. The semantic based techniques include
the following methodologies: multimodal semantic model, information item- based
method and semantic graph-based method [10]. Tsutomu et. al [32] used a tree struc-
ture in which nodes represented the discourse of the matter. The tree is trimmed in or-
der to summarize the text. See et. al [16] proposed PGC (Pointer Generator with Cov-
erage) which uses pointer generator network with coverage mechanism to deal with
the repetition and out of vocabulary problems in baseline abstractive models. Nallap-
ati et al. [33] proposed ABS, an attentional encoder decoder recurrent neural network
for abstractive text summarization. Zheng et. al [34] used segmental encoder-decoder
network learning. The proposed network is hierarchical and adaptive in nature and
summarizes text in an abstractive manner. Moirangthem et. al [35] used deep, hier-
archical and temporal pointer generator networks to handle long sequences. Adelia
et. al [36] used bidirectional gated recurrent units (GRU) so that the sentences in
the generated summary are influenced by surrounding words. Paulus et. al [37] pro-
posed DeepRL (Deep Reinforcement Learning), which uses neural networks with
reinforcement learning and a unique intra-attention mechanism to efficiently handle
long documents. GANsum (Generative Adversarial Network for summarization) pro-
posed by Liu et. al [38], uses simultaneously trained generative and discriminatory
models to generate human-readable summaries.

The last decade has witnessed the growth of sentic computing [11] as a novel per-
spective to computational linguistics. Pioneer studies in the field focussed on the use
of common-sense, AI, emotion categorization and affective computation for senti-
ment analysis subtasks like sarcasm detection, named entity recognition, multi-modal
and multi-lingual sentiment classification, and aspect extraction [11,14]. Dragoni et
al. [39] used open information extraction strategies for real-time aspect-based sen-
timent analysis. Opinion aggregation based sentic computing technique is used for
aspect extraction and polarity assignment. Ma et al. [4] proposed the use of a two-
step attentive neural architecture along with Sentic LSTM to improve aspect catego-



rization and sentiment assignment. Contemporary studies explore the application of
sentic computing methodologies to real-life use cases like social media monitoring
[39], behaviour analytics [40], healthcare [41], finance and business intelligence [42].

Simultaneously, the impact of thematic, contextual and emotional cues has been
explored in relevant literature studies on aspect-based opinion summarization. Yang
et al [9] developed the sentiment-aware model MARS (Multi-factor attention fusion
network for aspect/sentiment-aware Abstractive Review Summarization). An inter-
active attention mechanism is used to learn the representation of aspect, sentiment
and context words to summarize reviews. Deng et. al [43] used sequence to sequence
model to integrate keyword information into the generated summaries. Article’s key
content is captured using attention mechanism. Pan et. al [44] developed a model
that captures scenic information. It uses an RNN-based encoder-decoder system with
external attention. Peng Wu et. al [45] proposed the use of Ortony-Clore-Collins
(OCC) model of emotional analysis along with convolutional neural network (CNN)
for opinion summarization of micro blog texts. Zhou et. al [46] used query-based
opinion mining and summarization techniques for international e-commerce reviews.
They employed multi-granularity opinion mining to study the difference between the
online shopping behaviours of America and China. Abdi et. al [47] proposed a lexica-
based model to summarize documents in a query-based sentiment-oriented manner.

Our model FP2GN uses multi-head mutual attention-based pointer generator net-
work with aspect-fusion and opinion feature pooling. It improves the performance of
baseline attention-based encoder-decoder systems by incorporating aspect-oriented
information into the encoded reference-text. The research explores and validates the
use of CNN-like pooling techniques to integrate contextual cues into text-embeddings.
Three types of attentions namely ‘multi-head encoder self-attention’, ‘decoder tem-
poral attention’ and ‘inter encoder-decoder mutual attention’ are used to adequately
represent sentiment information present in input-sequence. Further, improved teacher
forcing algorithm is proposed to contain error-accumulation due to exposure-bias.
The proposed feature pooled pointer generator network (FP2GN) is explained in the
next section.

3 The Proposed FP2GN Model

The proposed Feature Pooled Pointer Generator Network (FP2GN) augments the
strength of pointer generator network [16] with opinion feature extraction, feature
pooling and mutual attention mechanism to tackle the problem of opinion summa-
rization. The coordination of opinion features (aspect terms) and context words in
the reference text is exploited to yield opinion-sensitive summaries. FP2GN model
mainly consists of 4 modules namely (1) opinion feature extraction (2) opinion fea-
ture mapping (3) feature pooled stacked Bi-LSTM based encoder and (4) LSTM
based decoder. Figure 3 shows the architectural design of the feature-pooled pointer
generator network.

In the following subsections the details of each of these modules will be ex-
pounded.



Fig. 3 Architecture of FP2GN

3.1 Dataset acquisition

Amazon fine-food dataset [48] has been used for the task of opinion summarization
in this paper. The dataset contains 568,454 reviews for 74,258 products spanning over
a period of 10 years. It contains information about the users, food products and as-
sociated ratings, plain text review and summary. The dataset has widely been used
for research works in the fields of recommendation, sentiment analysis, summariza-



tion, and topic modelling. Each tuple in the dataset mainly contains Product Identifier,
User Identifier, Score, Time, Summary, Review Text etc. Table 2 contains the detailed
description of the data attributes.

Table 2 Attributes and Descriptions

Column Name Description

Product Identifier Uniquely identifies product
User Identifier Uniquely identifies user
Profile Name User’s profile name
Helpful Votes Count of helpful votes for the review
Total Votes Total number of votes for the review
Rating Rating ranging from 1 to 5
Time Review Timestamp
Summary Summary of the review
Review Text Text of the review

3.2 Data Preprocessing

After the acquisition of data, data pre-processing is performed. This step is necessary
to transform the data into a form suitable for opinion feature extraction and opinion
summarization. The process involves the following steps:

1. Tokenization – The reference text and associated summary is tokenized using the
Python Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) to filter individual elements (words,
symbols, punctuation characters) called tokens.
For example, the summary, “The food was delicious and worth reordering!!” is
tokenized to yield the following tokens:
[‘The’, ‘food’, ‘was’, ‘delicious’, ‘and’, ‘worth’,‘reordering’, ‘!’, ‘!’]

2. Next, we remove the tokens that categorize as one of the following: numeric text,
empty text, URL, mention, hash tag, stop word and punctuation. Table 3 briefly
describes the categories of removed tokens.

Table 3 Categories of removed tokens

Category Examples

Numeric Text 1234, 0465, 665, 4647
Empty Text “ ”
URL https://www.wikipedia.org/, http://dtu.ac.in/
Mention @Shivam, @Simran
Hash Tag #tasty, #delicious
Stop word is, an, the
Punctuation , ! @ () []



3. Lemmatization: The final pre-processing step is lemmatization. This step in-
volves transforming all tokens to their lemmas or dictionary form. Table 4 shows
the dictionary form (lemma) of a few English words.

Table 4 Dictionary forms of some English word.

Word Lemma

studying study
dying die
complaining complaint
cooking cook
listening listen
stupidity stupid

The following example depicts how a given reference-text is pre-processed. Con-
sider the text: “I ordered a pizza yesterday. I have to say that it was the greatest
pizza I have eaten in recent times!! It was filled with cheese and delicious top-
pings.”
(a) The tokens generated are:

[‘I’, ‘ordered’, ‘a’, ‘pizza’, ‘yesterday’, ‘.’, ‘I’, ‘have’, ‘to’, ‘say’, ‘that’, ‘it’,
‘was’, ‘the’, ‘greatest’, ‘pizza’, ‘I’, ‘have’, ‘eaten’, ‘in’, ‘recent’, ‘times’, ‘!’,
‘!’, ‘It’, ‘was’, ‘filled’, ‘with’, ‘cheese’, ‘and’, ‘delicious’, ‘toppings’, ‘.’]

(b) Removal of unnecessary tokens (described in step 2):
[‘ordered’, ‘pizza’, ‘yesterday’, ‘say’, ‘greatest’, ‘eaten’, ‘recent’, ‘times’,
‘filled’, ‘cheese’, ‘delicious’, ‘toppings’]

(c) After lemmatization, the final tokens used for opinion feature extraction and
opinion summarization are:
[‘order’, ‘pizza’, ‘yesterday’, ‘say’, ‘great’, ‘eat’, ‘recent’, ‘time’, ‘fill’, ‘cheese’,
‘delicious’, ‘topping’]

3.3 Opinion Feature Extraction

Sentiment analysis is an exemplary text analysis technique whereby the sentiment
polarity of opinionated social media text is classified as positive, negative, and neu-
tral [9]. Sentiment analysis tackles various natural language processing subtasks in-
cluding sarcasm detection, named entity recognition, multi-modal and multi-lingual
sentiment classification, and aspect extraction [2]. Aspect extraction has emerged as
a classic NLP subtask that can highly boost the accuracy of sentiment classification.
Aspect-oriented sentiment analysis associates the phrase-level opinion polarity with
specific aspects (opinion features) rather than the complete text entity. Aspect terms,
also referred to as opinion features are the n-gram phrases in a sentence that have
an associated opinion polarity. For example, in the sentence “The food tastes really
good, although the presentation is quite disappointing”, the opinion polarity towards
the aspect “food” is positive whereas, the sentiment expressed towards the aspect



“presentation” is negative. Thus, sentence level opinion aggregation may lead to fac-
tual discrepancies. Aspect extraction finds its application in aspect-oriented opinion
summarization (AOS). Standard AOS involves aspect identification and sentiment
classification. Given a set of product reviews, an AOS system labels the opinion fea-
tures discussed in the reviews and predicts reviewers’ sentiments towards those as-
pects. Aspect extraction and aspect-based sentiment classification lead to fine-grained
depiction of popular opinion about specific products.

In our model, we focus on the extraction of unigram noun features. For example,
in the sentence “my dog loved the biscuits. I am glad I purchased them”, “biscuits” is
the unigram noun feature towards which the reviewer shows attitude. The opinion fea-
ture extraction module used in FP2GN is inspired from the candidate feature mining
technique proposed by S. Hu et al. [49]. The pre-processed word lemmas (obtained
from the pre-processing module) are POS (part of speech) tagged to filter out the noun
features. The unigram noun lemmas are then scored based on their spaCy1 similarity
with the root context(“food”). The words with similarity > δ are further processed to
obtain highly relevant opinion features (δ = 0.4 empirically). The premise of using
context similarity derives its foundation from AffectiveSpace[14] concept similarity
[20], whereby ‘eigenmoods’ are analysed using principal coordinates in the concep-
tual vector space. ‘eigenmoods’ describe common sense concepts and emotions in
a vectorized fashion, whereby the vector coordinates describe sentiment (mood) us-
ing the axes of AffectiveSpace. For example, the most significant eigenmood, e0, is
representative of positive affective polarity. Therefore, the larger the concept’s vector
component aligns with the e0 direction, the more affectively positive it is likely to
be. FP2GN tends to analyse the context-similarity of aspects with respect to the core-
context (‘food’ in this case) using spaCy cosine similarity. Subsequently, concept
frequency-inverse document frequency is used to analyse the associated sentiments
and aspect importance.

The RAKE [19], TextRank [18] and CF-IOF (concept frequency inverse opinion
frequency) [20] scores are evaluated and linearly combined using particle swarm op-
timization to obtain final feature scores. PSO assigns initial random weights to the
three metrics and updates them iteratively to optimize the ROUGE-L score. Hence,
the coefficients of linear combination are the learnable parameters that are adjusted to
maximize the cost function, i.e. ROUGE-L score. The aspect terms with considerable
feature scores are characterized as opinion features. RAKE ensures that interesting
features with appreciable co-occurrence with opinion words are highly scored. Tex-
tRank identifies and scores the most influencing (important) features. CF-IOF score
leverages fine-grained sentiment analysis to ensure that the opinion feature set con-
tains only opinion devising domain-dependent features. The fine-grained sentiment
analysis involves sentiment scoring indicative of strong/weak sentiment intensities
associated with the subtleties of human language. It breaks down the predicted senti-
ment into five discrete classes, namely, highly negative, negative, neutral, positive and
highly positive. The fine-grained polarity values are attached to each filtered opinion
feature using SenticNet 5 [21] and fastText2 as illustrated in Figure 4. The mathe-

1 https://spacy.io/models/en
2 https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText



matical equations for calculating the CF-IOF score for feature i is given in equation
1.

(CF-IOF)i = ∑
j

ni j

∑k nk j
× log

(
5

| {r : oi ∈ r} |

)
(1)

where,
ni j = number of reviews containing feature i with opinion level j
r = reviews
oi = feature i
| {r : oi ∈ r} |= number of reviews containing feature i
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Candidate Opinion 
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CF-IOF PSO Combination 
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Fig. 4 Opinion feature extraction

SenticNet 5 is a collection of 10,000 n-gram entries where n ∈ [1,5]. It helps in
assigning polarity values to concepts at each semantic level according to the Hour-
glass of Emotions [20]. SenticNet 5 outputs floating polarity values between -1 and
+1 (where -1 is extreme negativity and +1 is extreme positivity). The floating po-
larity values are grouped into bins of width 0.4, where each bin corresponds to an
integral polarity ∈ {1,5}. For instance, the bin [-1, -0.6] corresponds to the integral
polarity of 1. FastText is used to assign polarity values to the filtered features that
are not present in SenticNet 5. FastText uses the internal representational encoding



of words for fine-grained sentiment analysis. Since our model deals with real product
reviews that capture complex human emotions, fastText provides the desired adapt-
ability without compromising the space and time efficiency.

A balanced combination of the aforementioned three scores leads to optimum
opinion feature extraction results. Some examples of the extracted unigram features,
and their corresponding context similarity, CF-IOF, RAKE and TextRank scores are
illustrated in table 5. The proposed opinion feature extraction performs better than
the other cognitive computation inspired opinion aggregation-based models [39] be-
cause of the context-similarity and adaptive polarity assignment techniques. Our
model bridges the gap between statistical NLP (TextRank and RAKE) and cognitive-
inspired sentic computing techniques (CF-IOF) to enhance the efficacy of aspect-term
extraction.

Table 5 Opinion Feature Scores

Feature Similarity with “food” Rake Score TextRank Score CF-IOF Score

taste 0.563 0.662 0.586 0.426
coffee 0.572 0.412 0.338 0.361
tea 0.491 0.379 0.315 0.352
chocolate 0.486 0.428 0.381 0.379
quality 0.401 0.685 0.614 0.574

3.4 Opinion Feature Mapping

The pre-processed reference text and the opinion feature set are fed as input to the
opinion feature mapping module for sequence labelling of the input text. The opinion
features are marked for pooled embedding [Sec. 3.5] using the BIO tagging scheme
[50]. Each word wi in reference text is tagged as ti ∈{B, I,O} (B: Beginning, I: Inside,
O: Other), where ‘B’ denotes the beginning of opinion feature in reference text, ‘I’
indicates the words that are part of opinion feature(other than the first word) and ‘O’
signifies all the other words. For example, the sentence, “My dog loved the cream
biscuits” is sequence labelled as “My/O dog/O loved/O the/O cream/B biscuits/I”
using the BIO tagging scheme. Here “cream biscuits” is the opinion feature which is
sequence labelled as “cream/B biscuits/I”.

3.5 Feature-Pooled Stacked Bi-LSTM based Encoder

The encoder takes feature tagged word sequence of length n, X = {xi | i ∈ [1,n]}, as
input and produces its encoded opinion-oriented context representation. It consists of
the following layers:

1. Embedding Layer: Embeddings map discrete categorical variables to lower di-
mension, learned, continuous real valued vectors. Neural network embeddings



are useful for natural language processing tasks since they contextually represent
categories in transformed lower dimension space [51]. In this model, Skip-Gram
Word2Vec method has been used for generating word embeddings, W = {wi | i ∈
[1,n]} with a dimension(D) size of 256 and a batch size of 50. The BIO tags as-
sociated with the input word sequence are concatenated with word embeddings
to distinguish opinion features from other words present in the sequence.

2. Feature-Pooled Embedding Layer: Most of the neural network based seq2seq
models use recurrent neural networks like LSTM [52] to model the context of
sentences. But the biggest shortcoming associated with RNN based context mod-
elling is that it fails to distinguish between aspect terms and other words. To over-
come this, we propose feature pooled embedding layer that manoeuvres the se-
mantic neighborhood properties of text using weighted average pooling. FP2GN
uses weighted average pooling instead of average pooling to learn the relative
importance of words in addition to the opinion-level relevance and context co-
herence. Opinion Feature tagged word embeddings (words with tags ∈ B,I) are
average pooled with embeddings at all other positions to incorporate target infor-
mation into the encoded sequence. Equation 2 is used to calculate feature pooled
word embeddings:

f pi =

(
Wi×wi +∑ j∈OF Wj×w j

1+ |OF |

)
(2)

where,
f pi = feature pooled embedding for word at position i
wi = word embedding for word at position i
OF = opinion feature in sentence i.e. words with tags ∈ B,I
|OF |= number of words categorized as opinion feature in sentence
Wi = learnable weight for word embedding at position i

3. Stacked Bi-LSTM layer: The long short-term memory (LSTM) is a special variant
of RNN that can proficiently model long-term dependencies. LSTMs make use of
three control gates to preserve information pertaining to the input sequence that
has been processed by the network. The first forget gate determines the amount of
information to be preserved from previous cell state(ct−1). The second input gate
regulates the extent of new information to be saved into the current cell state(ct )
from the input(xt ). The third output gate determines the amount of current cell
state(ct ) information to be passed onto the output value(ht ). Equations 3 to 7
illustrate the involved calculations:
Input gates:

it = σ(Wi.[xt ,ht−1]+bi) (3)

Forget gates:

ft = σ(Wf .[xt ,ht−1]+b f ) (4)

Output gates:

ot = σ(Wo.[xt ,ht−1]+bo) (5)



Cell states:

ct = ft × ct−1 + it × tanh(Wc.[xt ,ht−1]+bc) (6)

Cell outputs:

ht = ot × tanh(ct) (7)

where,
σ denotes the logistic sigmoid function, xt indicates embedding at the tth position
of the sentence, ht denotes the hidden state, W terms represent weight matrices
(e.g. Wi represents the input gate weight matrix) and b terms represent the bias
vectors (e.g., bi represents the input gate bias vector) for the three gates.
LSTM is an efficient technique that can be used to perform various natural lan-
guage processing tasks like machine translation, sentence completion etc. But
conventional LSTMs can only model the past context of sentences. For enhanced
efficacy of aspect-oriented opinion summarization, the future context must also be
captured by the encoder system. Hence, Bi-LSTM (bidirectional long short-term
memory) is used to obtain word features that capture both the previous and future
context relations in input sequence. A Bi-LSTM processes the input sequence
X = {xi|i ∈ [1,n]} in the forward direction (from x1 to xn) to obtain forward hid-
den sequence −→H = {−→h i|i ∈ [1,n]}, as well as in backward direction (from xn to
x1) to obtain backward hidden sequence ←−H = {←−h i|i ∈ [1,n]}. The forward and
backward hidden sequences are concatenated to obtain the final output sequence
(yt ). The detailed calculations involved are presented in Equations 8 to 10.

−→ht = σ(W−→h .[xt ,
−→h t−1]+b−→h ]) (8)

←−ht = σ(W−→h .[xt ,
←−h t+1]+b−→h ]) (9)

yt =Wy.[
−→h t ,
←−h t ]+by (10)

where,
y = (y1,y2, . . .yt . . . ,yn ) is the output sequence and W terms represent the weight
matrices.
Literature has sufficient research evidence supporting the hypothesis that deep
hierarchical neural networks have better efficacy compared to their shallow coun-
terparts [53]. Therefore, a stacked Bi-LSTM network has been defined wherein
the Bi-LSTM outputs from lower layers (y∗t ) are fed into the upper layers as input.
It sequentially processes the input sequence to extract important information for
enhanced summarization results. Our model uses a 3-stacked Bi-LSTM for en-
coding the input sequence. Structure of stacked Bi-LSTM is presented in Figure
5.

4. Multi-Head Self Attention Layer: Attention layer can be defined as mapping a
query and a set of key-value pairs to an output [17]. Final attention is com-
puted as a linear combination of values, where the coefficients of combination



Fig. 5 Stacked Bi-LSTM network

can be estimated using an affinity function (scaler dot product, average) of the
query and the corresponding key. Schematic structure of generic attention layer
is presented in Figure 6. In our model, we use self-attention mechanism to gen-
erate opinion-sensitive context from the input-sequence. We use the outputs Y =
(y1,y2, . . .yt . . . ,yn ) of the final layer of stacked Bi-LSTM layer as query vector
Qe ∈ Rn×D, key vector Ke ∈ Rn×D and value vector V e ∈ Rn×D. We use scaled
dot product attention in our model since it is highly time and space efficient in
practice. Equations 11 to 13 illustrate the calculation of attention distribution:

et =
QeKeT
√

D
(11)

at = so f tmax(et) (12)

Attention(Q,K,V ) = atV e (13)

Instead of using single-head based attention distribution, we will use multi-head
based self-attention [Figure 7] mechanism. The D dimensional query, key and
value vectors are linearly projected to obtain transformed space query, key and
value vectors of dimensions d= D/h each, where h is the number of parallel lay-
ers(heads) employed for calculating attention distribution. The projection param-
eters W Q

i , W K
i and WV

i ∈ RD×d are learned for optimal model performance. The
h parallel layers attend to different semantic subspaces at different positions to
contextually model information. The attention distributions obtained using each



Fig. 6 Schematic Structure of Attention function

Fig. 7 Multi-Head Attention

of the parallel processing heads are concatenated and linearly projected to obtain
the encoder context vector ce. The involved calculations are illustrated in equa-
tions 14-15.

headi = Attention(QW Q
i ,KW K

i ,VWV
i ) (14)

ce = MultiHead(Q,K,V ) =Concat(head1, . . .headh)×W o (15)

where, Wo is a trainable parameter.

3.6 LSTM Based Decoder

FP2GN uses LSTM based decoder to calculate probabilistic vocabulary distribution
for opinion summary generation. The decoder is inspired from pointer generator net-
work [16] that efficiently handles the out of vocabulary (OOV) problem and hence,



gives efficient results with limited vocabulary. In the training phase, teacher forcing
algorithm [54] is used.

– Teacher Forcing Algorithm: Models having recurrent connections from their
outputs fed back into the next neuron (next timestep) may be trained using teacher
forcing algorithm. Teacher forcing algorithm works by using the ground truth (ex-
pected) output from the training dataset y∗t (at the current time step) as input into
the next time step xt+1. It facilitates quick and efficient training of the LSTM de-
coder network by incorporating the ground truth input summaries, Y ∗ = {y∗i |i ∈
[1,n

′
]}. At each decoding step, Teacher forcing algorithm minimizes the maxi-

mum likelihood loss (Lt f ) as specified in equation 16.

Lt f =−
n
′

∑
t=1

log p(y∗t |y∗1, . . .y∗t−1,x) (16)

where, x denotes the reference text.

But conventional teacher forcing algorithm uses actual(expected) summary words
as input for the next time steps, rather than the generated summary words. Hence, the
model is not trained to incorporate its own predictions for generating final summaries.
However, ground truth summaries are not available in the testing phase. This discrep-
ancy in model training leads to serious error accumulation and hence poor results.
This train-test inconsistency arising from autoregressive generation models that use
ground truth sequences at training time and predicted outputs at test time, is referred
to as exposure bias. To deal with the issue of potential exposure bias, we introduce
teacher forcing ratio.

– Teacher forcing Ratio: This study proposes the use of teacher forcing ratio α

[Figure 8] as the probability of using the ground truth summary word (y∗t ) as
input to the LSTM decoder [17]. Therefore, predicted output from the previous
timestep y

′
t is fed as input into the network with a probability of (1−α). α at-

tempts to balance the skew in learned weights arising from the use of expected
words for summary generation. Therefore, optimal selection of α can substan-
tially counter the impact of exposure-bias on the performance of FP2GN. Skip-
Gram Word2Vec method has been used for generating the word embeddings for
pre-processed ground truth summary. This embedding layer is followed by LSTM
layer.

The hidden state vector and cell state vector pertaining to the last layer of encoder,
along with the start token embedding are used to initialize the decoder network. The
following layers process the LSTM outputs for final summary generation:

– Decoder Temporal Attention Layer: The multi-head attention layer in encoder en-
sures that the requisite parts of input-sequence are adequately represented. But it
does not solve the problem of repetition in the output summary, since decoder can
generate repeated phrases owing to its own hidden states st . To solve this problem,
information about the previously decoded output-sequence needs to be incorpo-
rated into the decoder [9]. Subsuming important thematic information from previ-
ous time stamps will lead to more structured predictions and repetition avoidance.



Fig. 8 Generic Workflow of LSTM based decoder

For each decoding timestep, temporal attention cd
t is calculated using equations

17 to 19.

ed
tk = sdT

t W d
tempsd

k (17)

ad
tk =

exp(ed
tk)

∑
t−1
j=1 exp(ed

t j)
(18)

cd
t =

t−1

∑
j=1

ad
t js

d
j (19)

where, W d
temp denotes trainable weight matrix and sd

i indicates decoder hidden
states.
Temporal Attention layer allows the decoder to attend to different positions in
the decoded sequence up to the specified timestamp, and hence ensues repetition
avoidance and context coherence.

– Encoder-Decoder multi-head mutual attention Layer: Multi head soft attention
is used to calculate inter encoder-decoder context vector ced

t . Decoder hidden
state (st ) at decoder timestamp t is used as query vector Qed and encoder outputs
Y = (y1,y2, . . .yt . . . ,yn) are used both as key Ked and value V ed vectors. The
detailed calculations involved in evaluating encoder-decoder soft attention are
shown in equations 20 to 22.

et
i = tanh(Wyyi +Wsst +bed) (20)

at = so f tmax(et) (21)

ced
t = ∑

i
at

iy
i (22)

where tanh denotes hyperbolic tangent function and Wy,Ws,bed are trainable pa-
rameters.



Inter encoder-decoder context assimilation using multi-head soft attention en-
hances the quality of aspect-oriented opinion summarization and stabilizes the
training process. It enables adequate representation of the input sequence at each
decoding step to maintain the consistency of factual and sentiment-oriented de-
tails.

– Softmax layer: Encoder context vector ce, decoder temporal context vector cd
t ,

encoder-decoder context vector ced
t and decoder hidden state st at decoder times-

tamp t are processed in the softmax layer to obtain final vocabulary distribution.
As discussed before, we use a pointer generator network to calculate the proba-
bilistic distribution for words present in the vocabulary. Pointer generator network
[16] handles the OOV (out of vocabulary) problem of most neural seq2seq models
by allowing the decoder to both, copy words from input sequence with pointing
probability ppoint ∈ [0,1] and generating new words with generation probability
pgen ∈ [0,1]. Hence, our model uses pointer generator inspired LSTM based de-
coder for aspect-oriented opinion summarization. The generation probability pgen
acts as a soft switch for choosing between generating a word from vocabulary and
copying a word from input review through pointing. The generation probability
pgen is calculated using equation 23.

pgen = tanh(wT
e ce +wT

edced
t +wT

d cd
t +wT

s st +wT
x xt +bpgn) (23)

where wT
e ,w

T
ed ,w

T
d ,w

T
s ,w

T
x and bpgn are learnable parameters and xt is the LSTM

input.
The extended document vocabulary is defined as the union of base vocabulary
and all the words present in the source reviews. Equations 24-25 illustrate the
evaluation of probabilistic vocabulary distribution over the extended vocabulary.

P(w) = pgenPvocab(w)+(1− pgen) ∑
i:wi=w

ced
ti (24)

Pvocab = so f tmax(V
′
(V [st ,ce,ced

t ,cd
t ]+b)+b

′
) (25)

where V
′
,V,b

′
and b are learnable parameters.

For optimum performance of the model FP2GN, maximum likelihood loss asso-
ciated with teacher forcing algorithm (equation 16), and the cross-entropy loss
(equation 26) must be minimized. We hence define a multi-objective loss func-
tion that linearly combines cross entropy loss (coefficient ω) and teacher forcing
maximum likelihood loss (coefficient 1−ω) to yield context-coherent, meaning-
ful, and consistent summaries. The multi-objective loss (equation 27) ensures that
the exposure bias is minimized, and human readability is better captured in the
decoded output sequence. Equations 26-28 illustrate the loss functions.

cross entropy losst =− logP(w∗t ) (26)

Lt
mo = ω.(− logP(w∗t ))+(1−ω).Lt f (27)

loss =
1
T

T

∑
t=0

Lt
mo (28)



where,
w∗t depicts the decoded output at time t
T denotes the total time-steps

4 Dataset Examples

In this section, we will discuss a few dataset examples to aid better understanding of
the workflow of the proposed FP2GN model.

Example 1: Positive opinion polarity
Review: I have bought several of the Vitality canned dog food products and have
found them all to be of good quality. The product looks more like a stew than a
processed meat and it smells better. My Labrador is finicky and she appreciates
this product better than most.
Step i: Data Pre-processing

[’buy’, ’vitality’, ’canned’, ’dog’, ’food’, ’product’, ’find’, ’good’, ’quality’,
’product’, ’look’, ’like’, ’stew’, ’process’, ’meat’, ’smell’, ’better’, ’labrador’,
’finicky’, ’appreciate’, ’product’, ’better’]

Step ii: Opinion Feature Mapping
[’buy’/O, ’vitality’/O, ’canned’/O, ’dog’/O, ’food’/B, ’product’/O, ’find’/O,
’good’/O, ’quality’/B, ’product’/O, ’look’/O, ’like’/O, ’stew’/O, ’process’/O,
’meat’/B, ’smell’/O, ’better’/O, ’labrador’/O, ’finicky’/O, ’appreciate’/O, ’prod-
uct’/O, ’better’/O]

Step iii: Summary generation
Reference Summary: good quality dog food
Generated Summary: good quality food

Example 2: Negative opinion polarity
Review: I fed this to my Golden Retriever, and he hated it. He wouldn’t eat it,
and when he did, it gave him terrible diarrhoea. We will not be buying this again.
It’s also super expensive.
Step i: Data Pre-processing

[’feed’, ’golden’, ’retriever’, ’hate’, ’eat’, ’give’, ’terrible’, ’diarrhoea’, ’buy’,
’super’, ’expensive’]

Step ii: Opinion Feature Mapping
[’feed’/O, ’golden’/O, ’retriever’/O, ’hate’/O, ’eat’/O, ’give’/O, ’terrible’/O,
’diarrhoea’/O, ’buy’/O, ’super’/O, ’expensive’/O]

Step iii: Summary generation
Reference Summary: bad product not worth buy
Generated Summary: bad not buy

Example 3: Mixed opinion polarity
Review: Popcorn has great colour but taste is average and due to shipping costing
more than product, I would not buy again.
Step i: Data Pre-processing



[’popcorn’, ’great’, ’colour’, ’taste’, ’average’, ’shipping’, ’cost’, ’product’,
’buy’]

Step ii: Opinion Feature Mapping
[’popcorn’/B, ’great’/O, ’colour’/B, ’taste’/B, ’average’/O, ’shipping’/O, ’cost’/O,
’product’/O, ’buy’/O]

Step iii: Summary generation
Reference Summary: good colour average taste
Generated Summary: good colour average taste

These examples verify that FP2GN model gives non-repetitive, context adhering
and factually consistent summaries that retain the core aspect-based sentiment of
reference-text.

5 Experimentation and Result

Amazon fine foods [48] dataset is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed
model FP2GN. Since the dataset is too large to be processed on our local system,
a total of 10000 reviews are randomly chosen for experimentation purposes. K-fold
cross validation method is used for validation and testing. In each iteration, 6000
reviews are used in the training phase, and 2000 reviews each in the validation and
the testing phases.

Figures 9 and 10 show the sentiment distribution across the 10000 reviews and
the associated generated summaries, respectively. Both the curves illustrate similar
sentiment score distribution validating the premise that the generated summaries have
high opinion coverage.

Fig. 9 Sentiment distribution across reviews

The rest of this section is organised as follows: section 5.1 elucidates the hy-
perparameter setting for optimal performance of FP2GN, section 5.2 illustrates the



Fig. 10 Sentiment distribution across review summaries

performance of our proposed model. Section 5.3 compares the results of the study
with competing opinion summarizers.

5.1 Hyperparameter tuning

Model parameters must be optimally selected to ensure superlative performance. Val-
idation data has been used to fine-tune model parameters so as to achieve optimal re-
sults. Hyperparameters and their corresponding values used in this work are enlisted
in table 6. Figure 11 shows the variation of validation loss with respect to teacher
forcing threshold α . It can be observed that best results are achieved with α = 0.4.

Table 6 Hyperparameter tuning for FP2GN

Hyperparameter Value

Dimension of Skip-Gram Embeddings 256
Mini-batch size 50
Latent dimension of LSTM 300
Optimiser Adagrad
Learning rate 0.15
Regularization Dropout Operation
Dropout rate 0.08: Word embeddings;

0.2: Bi-LSTM
Teacher forcing threshold (α) 0.4
Context similarity threshold (δ ) 0.4
Multi-objective loss coefficient (ω) 0.8

The weight matrices are randomly initialized using standard orthogonal distri-
bution with seeding value of 2. All the bias vectors are initialized to zero matrices
except the forget gate bias, that is initialized to unity matrix.



Fig. 11 Variation of validation loss with respect to α

5.2 Performance Results

The performance of the proposed deep learning model has been evaluated using three
performance evaluation metrics: ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L. The ROUGE
(Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) score is a measure of the con-
sistency between n-gram occurrences in the reference and the generated summaries.
A high ROUGE value is indicative of high-quality summary whereas, a low ROUGE
value indicates that the generated summary is not good enough to contextually repre-
sent the original text. Table 7 enlists the evaluation metrics used in the study.

Table 7 Evaluation metrics used to evaluate the model

Evaluation Metric Description

ROUGE-1 Overlap of unigrams between reference and
generated summaries.

ROUGE-2 Overlap of bigrams between reference and gen-
erated summaries.

ROUGE-L Longest common subsequence as a measure of
overlap between the reference and generated
summaries.

Table 8 illustrates the ROUGE values achieved by our model. The high ROUGE
values indicate that the generated opinion summaries are of high quality and can ad-
equately represent the sentiment of the input review. The results validate the efficacy
of the proposed opinion summarization technique.

Figure 12 shows the variation of the multi-objective training and validation losses.
Both the training and validation losses exponentially fall as the training proceeds. We
continue the training process for 1000 iterations where the multi-objective losses for
both the phases become almost equal and successive iterations do not bring about
significant improvement in model performance.



Table 8 Performance of our model

Evaluation Metric Value

ROUGE-1 86.04
ROUGE-2 70.12
ROUGE-L 88.51

Fig. 12 Training-Validation Loss curve

We compare the ROUGE performance of single-head encoder attention-based
feature pooled pointer generator network with multi-head self-attention based FP2GN,
and the results are demonstrated in Figure 13. It is evident that multi-head self-
attention outperforms its single-head counterpart. Additionally, multi-head encoder
attention stabilizes the training process and ensures adequate representation of differ-
ent semantic-subspaces in encoded context-vector.
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Fig. 13 Comparative Analysis of Encoder attention mechanisms



Temporal attention ensures that the input-sequence is duly represented at each de-
coding step. Hence, FP2GN selects temporal decoder attention over coverage mech-
anism [16] for repetition avoidance. The comparison of the two approaches is illus-
trated in Figure 14.
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Fig. 14 Comparative Analysis of Repetition Avoidance Mechanisms

In this study, we propose the use of CNN-like weighted average pooling tech-
nique for aspect-fused context representation. We compare the use of max-pooling,
average pooling, opinion-word target concatenation (OWTC), opinion-word target
average pooling (OWTAP), two-step sentence attention based LSTM (TSA-LSTM)
[4] and target concatenation (TC) as potential aspect-fusion techniques [55]. Max-
pooling picks the higher magnitude embedding dimension between the opinion fea-
ture and other words. OWTC concatenates the nearest opinion word (eg. good, great)
embedding with that of opinion feature present in a phrase for aspect-encapsulation.
OWTAP average pools the opinion word and opinion target embeddings and retains
all other embeddings in their original form. TSA-LSTM uses LSTM for encoding
review sentences and attends to the opinion features and sentences in a hierarchi-
cal fashion. TC concatenates all positional embeddings with that of opinion feature.
The performance of TC is compatible with average pooling technique, but it is not
time and space efficient. The trainable parameters in TC are exponentially more than
the proposed average pooling technique. Hence, TC is not a recommended aspect-
fusion method. FP2GN outperforms TSA-LSTM since stacked Bi-LSTM can effec-
tively model past and future contexts, and multi-head attention selectively attends to
aspect-fused context embeddings. Also, weighted average pooling technique embeds
the characteristics of opinion feature into all the context words to aid adequate rep-
resentation of the aspect-information and neighborhood semantics at each decoding
step. The comparison of various aspect-fusion techniques is shown in Figure 15.
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Fig. 15 Comparative analysis of various Aspect fusion techniques

5.3 Comparison with baselines

We compare the proposed model with various baseline approaches as well as with
the methodologies proposed in other state of the art research works. Table 9 com-
pares FP2GN with the baseline Abstractive model ABS proposed by Nallapati et al.
[33], attention-based sequence to sequence encoder decoder model [16] and extrac-
tive summarizer SummaRuNNer [28]. The results validate that the use of multi-head,
temporal and mutual attention certainly improves the performance of deep neural
opinion summarizers.

Table 9 Comparison of FP2GN with baseline models

Model ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

ABS 73.18 49.37 77.31
Seq-to-seq + attn 64.86 43.84 68.27
SummaRuNNer 80.49 62.71 81.63
FP2GN 86.04 70.12 88.51

Table 10 compares the ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L values achieved
by FP2GN with those obtained using the state-of-the-art methodologies proposed
by other researchers. ASDKGA [27] does not achieve appreciable opinion summa-
rization performance because it cannot ensure repetition avoidance and is highly de-
pendent on the factual consistency of domain-knowledge. PGC [16] performs better
than ABS [33] because it can effectively handle the out of vocabulary problem. PGC
also uses the coverage mechanism to eliminate repetitions in generated summary.
DeepRL [37] and GANsum [38] outperform PGC because they use reinforcement
policy learning. MARS [9] uses text categorization and multi-factor attention for effi-
cient aspect-based opinion summarization. FP2GN performs even better than MARS



(with a ROUGE-L gain of approximately 2%) owing to the use of opinion feature
extraction, feature pooling, temporal and mutual attention mechanism. Table 10 and
Figure 16 substantiate the efficacy of the proposed model for aspect-based opinion
summarization.

Repetition avoidance and robustness to OOV words are important characteristics
of opinion summarization. Simultaneously, state-of-the-art opinion summarizers are
expected to be independent of the categorical specifications (domain) of the train-
ing data. It has also been observed that techniques like policy learning (reinforce-
ment learning), temporal attention and aspect-information incorporation (embedding
context-information into opinion summarizers) boost the performance of abstractive
opinion summarizers. Therefore, FP2GN is qualitatively compared to the baseline
models with respect to these performance characteristics and results are summarized
in Table 11.

Table 10 Comparison of FP2GN with state-of-the-art research methodologies

Model ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

ASDKGA 67.51 52.91 68.39
PGC 81.84 64.15 83.18
DeepRL 82.12 65.09 84.31
GANsum 82.64 66.12 84.31
MARS 84.13 68.28 86.15
FP2GN 86.04 70.12 88.51
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Fig. 16 Comparison of FP2GN with state-of-the-art research methodologies



Table 11 Qualitative comparison of baseline models with FP2GN

Criteria
Models Repetion

Avoid-
ance

OOV
Words

Dependence
on Domain
Knowledge

RL Policy
Learning

Temporal
Atten-
tion

Aspect
Incorpo-
ration

PGC Yes Yes No No No No
DeepRL Yes Yes No Yes Yes No
GANSum Yes Yes No Yes No No
ABS Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Seq-Seq
+ Attn

No No No No No No

MARS Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
ASKDGA No Yes Yes No No Yes
FP2GN Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

5.4 Applications

The proposed model FP2GN can be easily integrated into real-life applications. The
generated opinion summaries can be used to keep a tab on online user sentiment,
which can be manipulated for several predictive analytics tasks. For instance, politi-
cians can use Twitter opinions to predict the likelihood of election outcomes. Opinion
summarization also finds application in domains like Customer Relationship Man-
agement, Business Intelligence and Social Media Analytics. In this study, FP2GN
has been used to collect, integrate, and present opinionated data in a concise form.
The opinion summaries can be analysed using modern day Business Intelligence tools
to maximize customer satisfaction. The aspect-based features extracted by the model
can be used as KPIs (key performance indicators) to identify trends and glean in-
telligence about customer behaviour and business operations. The insights provided
by opinion summaries can facilitate business planning, product characterization and
strategic marketing. Hence, FP2GN is a time, space and effort-efficient technique to
extract sentiment-features and generate opinion summaries, that can be further ex-
ploited to gain business advantage.

6 Conclusion

This study proposes a sentic computing based opinion summarizer FP2GN that suc-
cessfully counteracts the problems of exposure bias, repetition, generalization and
factual inconsistency in generated summaries. The model harnesses the success of
pointer generator networks and augments it with self-attention, temporal-attention
and mutual soft-attention mechanisms to integrate sentiment information into the
output summaries. Additionally, FP2GN leverages sentic computing techniques for
opinion feature identification and target-fused thematic review representation. Ama-
zon fine foods dataset has been used to validate the results. The model outperformed
baselines with ROUGE-1 score of 86.04%, ROUGE-2 score of 70.12% and ROUGE-
L score of 88.51%. The remarkable performance of FP2GN indicates that target
encapsulation and multi-head attention mechanism can enhance baseline sequence-



sequence models to generate specialised human-readable summaries. The work has
opened avenues for the use of CNN-like pooling techniques to capture the neighbor-
hood semantic properties of text for aspect-oriented sentiment analysis tasks. As a
possible future direction, actor-critic reinforcement learning policy can be used for
improving the readability of summaries. We also plan to use SenticNet 6 [56] to
improve the performance of opinion feature extraction in FP2GN. Besides, more so-
phisticated n-gram based techniques can be devised for opinion feature extraction and
target-fused context representation.
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